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Abstract
Trajectory forecasting, or trajectory prediction, of
multiple interacting agents in dynamic scenes, is
an important problem for many applications, such
as robotic systems and autonomous driving. The
problem is a great challenge because of the com-
plex interactions among the agents and their inter-
actions with the surrounding scenes. In this pa-
per, we present a novel method for the robust tra-
jectory forecasting of multiple intelligent agents in
dynamic scenes. The proposed method consists of
three major interrelated components: an interaction
net for global spatiotemporal interactive feature ex-
traction, an environment net for decoding dynamic
scenes (i.e., the surrounding road topology of an
agent), and a prediction net that combines the spa-
tiotemporal feature, the scene feature, the past tra-
jectories of agents and some random noise for the
robust trajectory prediction of agents. Experiments
on pedestrian-walking and vehicle-pedestrian het-
erogeneous datasets demonstrate that the proposed
method outperforms the state-of-the-art prediction
methods in terms of prediction accuracy.
1 Introduction
Trajectory prediction of agents in dynamic scene is a chal-
lenging and essential task in many fields, such as social-aware
robotic systems [Van den Berg et al., 2011], autonomous driv-
ing [Ma et al., 2019b] and behavior understanding [Liang et
al., 2019]. Intelligent agents, such as humans, vehicles, and
independent robots, are supposed to be able to understand
and forecast the movement of the others to avoid collisions
and make smarter movement plans. Trajectory prediction
has been studied extensively. Traditional prediction meth-
ods, such as the Gaussian process regression [Rasmussen and
Williams, 2005], the kinematic and dynamic method [Toledo-
Moreo and Zamora-Izquierdo, 2009] and the Bayesian net-
works method [Lefe`vre et al., 2011], ignore the interactions
among the agents and are only able to make short term pre-
dictions. Recently, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and its
variants [Alahi et al., 2016], such as Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), have shown
promising ability in capturing the dynamic interactions of
agents and a great number of trajectory prediction methods
have been proposed based on them.
However, trajectory prediction is still a challenging task
because of the several properties of it: 1) When intelligent
agents move in public, they often interact with other agents
such as human or obstacles in the scene, which is named as
the social behavior. Actions, including collision avoidance
and moving in groups, require the ability to forecast the pos-
sible movements or actions of the other agents. The social
interactions may not be confined to nearby agents or obsta-
cles. 2) The movement of agents is not only dependent on
the nearby agents, but is also influenced by the surrounding
physical scene, i.e., the dynamic scene. One important fac-
tor of the scene is the road topology, such as intersections,
turns, and slip lanes. Certain road topology can significantly
influence the speed and direction of the moving agents. An
autonomous agent should be always moving on a feasible ter-
rain. 3) The multi-modal motion property illustrates that
the interactive agents may follow several viable trajectories
as there is a rich choice of reasonable movements. When
two independent agents move toward each other, there are
many possible different future trajectories that could avoid
collision, such as moving to the left, to the right, or stop.
In this study, we propose a novel robust trajectory forecast-
ing method for multiple intelligent agents in dynamic scene.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-
lows.
• We model the global spatio-temporal interaction through
an interaction net with a soft agent-tracking module. The
interaction net not only considers the current locations
and interaction of the agents, but also the temporal inter-
actions among the agents by the hidden states of LSTMs
on past trajectories.
• An environmental net is introduced to encode the dy-
namic scene. The surrounding road topology, such as
interactions, turns and slip lanes, is firstly transformed
into an high-definition map and then the map is encoded
by a pre-trained convolutional neural network.
• Our trajectory prediction net combines the feature of
spatio-temporal interaction, the environment feature,
and the past trajectory to forecast the future trajectory
of all the agent. Attention model is used to adaptively
encode the spatio-temporal interaction of an agent with
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the others.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section
2, some related work is reviewed. The proposed robust tra-
jectory prediction method is introduced in Section 3. Exper-
imental comparisons with the state-of-the-art trajectory pre-
diction methods on benchmark datasets are presented in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
2 Related Work
2.1 RNN networks and trajectory prediction
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) and its variants, such as
LSTM and GRU, have been shown very successful in many
sequence forecasting tasks [Chung et al., 2014]. Therefore,
many researches focusing on using RNN and its variants for
trajectory prediction. A simple and scalable RNN architec-
ture for human motion prediction is proposed by [Martinez
et al., 2017]. The CIDNN method [Xu et al., 2018] uses the
inner product of the motion features, which are obtained by
LSTMs, to encode the interactions among agents and feeds
the interaction features into a multi-layer perceptron for pre-
diction. By using separate LSTMs for heterogeneous agents
on road, the VP-LSTM method [Bi et al., 2019] is designed to
learn and predict the trajectories of both pedestrians and vehi-
cles simultaneously. In [Choi and Dariush, 2019], a relation
gate module is proposed to replace the LSTM unit for captur-
ing a more descriptive spatio-temporal interactions, and both
human-human and human-scene interactions from local and
global scales are used for future trajectory forecast. These
studies indicate that RNN alone is unable to handle complex
scenarios, such as interactions, physical scene and road topol-
ogy. Additional structure and operations are always required
for accurate, robust and long term prediction.
2.2 Social behaviors and interactions
Based on handcraft rules and functions, the social force mod-
els [Helbing and Molna´r, 1995; Pellegrini et al., 2010] use
attractive and repulsive forces to describe the interactions of
pedestrians in crowd. However, the handcraft rules and func-
tions are unable to generalize for complex interaction sce-
narios. Instead of handcraft parameters, recent methods use
RNN and its variants to learn the parameters directly from
data. Social-LSTM [Alahi et al., 2016] proposes a social
pooling layer to model interactions among nearby agents,
where the pooling layer uses LSTMs to encode and decode
the trajectories. In [Su et al., 2017], the method uses LSTMs
with social-aware recurrent Gaussian processes to model the
complex transitions and uncertainties of agents in crowd. The
SoPhie method [Sadeghian et al., 2019] uses the information
from both the physical scene context and the social interac-
tions among the agents for prediction. The TraPHic method
[Chandra et al., 2019] proposes to use both the horizon-
based and the heterogeneous-based weights to describe in-
teractions among road agents. A Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) is applied in the social-ways method [Amirian
et al., 2019] to derive plausible future trajectories of agents,
where both generator and discriminator networks of the GAN
are built by LSTMs.
2.3 Graph models for trajectory prediction
Many previous studies formulate interactions of agents as
graphs, where nodes refers to the agents, and edges are used
to represent the pairwise interactions. Edge weights are
used to quantify the importances of the agents to each other.
The social-BiGAT method [Kosaraju et al., 2019] proposes a
graph attention network to encode the interactions among hu-
mans in a scene and a recurrent encoder-decoder architecture
to predict the trajectory. A dynamic graph-structured model
for multimodal trajectories prediction, which is named as the
Trajectron, is proposed in [Ivanovic and Pavone, 2019]. Con-
structed on a 4-D graph, the TrafficPredict method [Ma et
al., 2019a] consists of two main layers, an instance layer to
learn interactions and a category layer to learn the similari-
ties of instance of the same type. TrafficPredict has shown
promising results for trajectory prediction of heterogeneous
road agents such as bicycles, vehicles and pedestrians. The
STGAT method [Huang et al., 2019] first uses an LSTM to
capture the trajectory information of each agent and applies
the graph attention network to model interactions in agents at
every time step. Then STGAT adopts another LSTM to learn
the temporal correlations for interactions explicitly.
3 The Proposed Method
3.1 Problem Formulation
In this study, we consider two types of mobile agents: the
ego-agent and the other agents. The spatial coordinates of
all agents from time step 1 to Tobs are given to predict their
future locations from time step Tobs+1 to Tpred. The general
formulation of trajectory prediction is represented as,
Prediction{θ} :
{{Xi}Ni=1, Xego, Yego} 7−→ {Yi}Ni=1,
where Xi and Yi denote the past and future trajectories of
the i-th agent, respectively, Xego and Yego stand for the tra-
jectories of the ego-agent, and θ denotes the model parame-
ters. Different from previous studies, we consider the predic-
tion problem on the real autonomous driving system where
the planned trajectory for the ego-agent Yego is given for ref-
erence. The planned trajectory can improve the prediction
accuracy because it brings some prior knowledge on the fu-
ture. Specifically, either an observed or a future trajectory can
be expressed as a set of temporal coordinates Xi(or Yi) ={(
x
(1)
i , y
(1)
i
)
,
(
x
(2)
i , y
(2)
i
)
, · · · ,
(
x
(t)
i , y
(t)
i
)}
. We use
p
(t)
i =
(
x
(t)
i , y
(t)
i
)T
to denote the location of the i-th agent
at time step t, and set the id of the ego-agent be 0.
As is shown in Fig. 1, our proposed approach consists of
three interrelated components: an interaction net for spatio-
temporal interactive feature extraction, an environment ex-
ploration network for decoding dynamic physical scene (i.e.,
the surrounding road topology), and a trajectory prediction
network. Each component and the implementation details of
the proposed method is described in details as follows.
3.2 Interaction Net
The Agent Interaction Network (AIN) is designed to encode
the interaction feature among all the agents in the dynamic
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method. The proposed method contains three components, a spatio-temporal interaction network, an
environment feature extraction network, and a trajectory prediction network.
scenario. As opposed to the pairwise interactive feature by
attention models in previous studies, our method is able to
capture the collective influence among the agents. Besides,
our method could consider the future movement of the ego-
agent for reference. The AIN takes three information sources
of all agents as input: the past trajectories, the hidden states
of LSTMs and the planned trajectory of the ego-agent. Given
these data, AIN computes the global spatio-temporal inter-
agents interactions and the future ego-others interaction.
Figure 2: An example to show global interaction with or without
tracking information. The top subfigures present the locations of
two agents at adjacent time steps without tracking information. The
bottom subfigures show the locations of two agents at adjacent time
steps with tracking information.
Global spatio-temporal inter-agents interaction
The past trajectories of all agents contain the latent patterns of
the interactive movement in dynamic scenario. In this mod-
ule, we intend to learn the latent patterns through a neural net-
work. The learned latent feature represents the global spatio-
temporal interaction of all agents on road.
Given the locations of all agents at a time step t, we utilize
the linear and maxpooling functions to produce the global po-
sition feature of size 1× do, which is given as below:
e
(t)
o,i = Wop
(t)
i + bo, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N} , (1)
o(t) = Maxpool
(
Cat
([
e
(t)
o,0
T
, · · · , e(t)o,N
T
]
, 1
))
, (2)
where Wo ∈ Rdo×2 and bo ∈ Rdo are the weight matrix and
bias of the embedding layer. Cat ([·] , 1) denotes the con-
catenation function which joints all the inputs along the first
dimension. The Maxpool (·) function squeezes the spliced
data along the same dimension, i.e., the batch dimension.
Moreover, a key problem for the position feature given in
Eq. (2) is the temporal issue. Process without temporal in-
formation ignores the past interaction and may lead to per-
formance drop. As can be seen in top subfigures of Fig. 2,
the locations of two agents (two circles) at two adjacent time
steps are shown. Without tracking information (the agent id),
it is impossible to know which agent and how the agent inter-
acts the blue triangle in the time span. There are two different
possible motion behavior of the agents from time step k to
k + 1, as is shown in the bottom subfigures of Fig. 2. In case
1, both the two agents could interact with the blue triangle.
And in case 2, the blue triangle is more likely to interact with
the agent 2.
To address the temporal issue, we use the hidden states of
the LSTMs in the prediction network to track the locations
of all agents. The global tracking feature r(t) ∈ R1×dr is
obtained as follows,
e
(t)
r,i = Wrh
(t)
i + br, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N} , (3)
r(t) = Maxpool
(
Cat
([
e
(t)
r,0
T
, · · · , e(t)r,N
T
]
, 1
))
, (4)
where Wr and br are the layer parameters, and h
(t)
i = h
(t)
e,i
when t ≤ Tobs, h(t)i = h(t)h,i when t ≥ Tobs + 1.
On real autonomous driving system, one is given the
planned trajectory of ego-agent to address the issue of coor-
dinate system transformation (from the world coordinate sys-
tem to relative coordinate system where the ego-agent centers
the origin). From ego-perspective, the global inter-agents in-
teraction module can be mathematically expressed as below:
m(t) = Wm
(
p
(t)
0 − p(t−1)0
)
+ bm, (5)
h(t)gru = GRU
(
Cat
([
o(t), r(t),m(t)
]
, 2
))
, (6)
st(t) = Wsh
(t)
gru + bs, (7)
where the linear layer with parameterWm and bm embeds the
displacement of the ego-vehicle at two adjacent times into a
feature in R1×dm . It is worth noting that here we concate-
nate three kinds of features along the 2nd dimension and pro-
duce a comprehensive representation of size 1× dst. Dimen-
sion length dst equals to (do + dr + dm). GRU is similar to
LSTM except that it uses less parameters and converge faster
with fewer training samples. GRU is used here because the
number of ego-agents is much smaller than the number of
other mobile agents in our problem.
Future ego-trajectory interaction
As the planned trajectory is given, the surrounding agents are
inclined to adjust their future motion for collision avoidance.
Given ego-trajectory Y0, we first map it into a high-dimension
space using an embedding layer and then pass the obtained
embedded feature through a maxpooling function to generate
the integrated representation f t ∈ R1×df of the ego-agent.
This representation is what we call a future ego-trajectory
feature as it can influence the trajectories of the other on-road
agents. The overall process is formulated as follows.
e
(k)
f,0 = Wfp
(k)
0 + bf , ∀k, k ∈ [t+ 1, Tpred] ,
f (t) = Maxpool
(
Cat
([
e
(t+1)
f,0
T
, · · · , e(Tpred)f,0
T
]
, 1
))
,
Finally, as show in Fig. 1, the output of the AIN fst(t) ∈
R1×(df+dst) is obtained as below:
fst(t) = Cat
([
f (t), st(t)
]
, 2
)
. (10)
3.3 Environment Network
Road topology, such as intersections, turns, and slips, have
significant influence on both the speed and directions of the
agents. Therefore, it is an important factor in predicting the
trajectories of agents. Here we use a network to encode the
road topology, where the network is named as the Environ-
ment Network (EN). In our method, EN explicitly extracts the
drivable area from a High Definition (HD) map. The center
lines of the roads are normalized by subtracting the location
of the ego-agent for the ego-perspective. And then, we trans-
form the processed lines of roads into a semantic image I of
the map of resolution H ×W . That is to say, the ego-agent
always locates at the center of the image. Besides, to ensure
the consistency of the image and the map, the road areas is
trimmed with a fixed size of h× w meters from the HD map
around the ego-agent. Then, the resolution of the semantic
image is [h/H,w/W ] meters per pixel. At any time step, EN
takes the road image I as input and encodes the environment
through a pre-trained ResNet18 network [He et al., 2016].
The output of the 2nd block of ResNet18 is used as the map
feature. Compare to the size of image I, the map feature is
downsampled by a factor of 8.
Given the location of an agent, we pool the local road rep-
resentation at its current location from the computed map
feature. The environmental information within Rs meters
around the agent is extracted from the obtained map feature.
Thus, the corresponding Region Of the Interest (ROI) on the
feature maps has a spatial window of [HRs/4h,WRs/4w].
We apply ROIAlign on the receptive field to generate a fixed
size representation G(t)i ∈ RC×K×K , where C is the number
of output channels in the last layer, and K is the pooling size.
As environment featureG(t)i is produced, we feed it to an em-
bedding layer for dimension reduction and feature extraction.
The computation of the embedding operation is written as:
g
(t)
i = Reshape
(
G
(t)
i , [C ×K ×K, 1]
)
, (8)
v
(t)
i = Wvg
(t)
i + bv, (9)
where the function Reshape (·) is used to adjust shape size
of the target tensor, Wv and bv are the layer parameters, and
the dimension of the v(t) is dv .
3.4 Trajectory Prediction Network
The global spaio-temporal interaction and the environment
information are encoded by the AIN and the EN, respectively.
Besides, given the location of a moving agent, i.e., the i-th
one, we first compute the local area interaction around the
agent through an attention model. This is because an individ-
ual always focuses on the surrounding regions as it moves.
The attention model is presented below:
e
(t)
c,i = σ
(
Wcp
(t)
i + bc
)
, (10)
q
(t)
i =
(
fst(t)
)T
 e(t)c,i , (11)
where Wc and bc are the parameters of the embedding layer,
σ (·) is the sigmoid activation function, and  is the element-
wise vector-vector or matrix-matrix operation. This layer
maps the input into an attention weight e(t)c,i which has the
same dimensionality as fst(t).
Following previous works, we utilize an LSTM-based
sequence-to-sequence model to solve the prediction problem.
For each obstacle, the encoder takes the observed trajectory
as input at the first Tobs time steps:
e
(t)
p,i = Wp
(
p
(t)
i − p(t−1)i
)
+ bp, (15)
h
(t)
e,i = LSTME
(
h
(t−1)
e,i ,
[
e
(t)
p,i, v
(t)
i , q
(t)
i
])
, (16)
where Wp and bp are the weights and bias respectively. h
(t)
e,i
is the hidden states of the encoder LSTME. Here we set the
Table 1: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the ETH and UCY datasets.
Method\Dataset ETH-univ ETH-hotel UCY-univ UCY-zara01 UCY-zara02 AVG
Linear (Single) 1.33/2.94 0.39/0.72 0.82/1.59 0.62/1.21 0.79/1.59 0.79/1.59
LSTM (Single) 1.09/2.41 0.86/1.91 0.61/1.31 0.41/0.88 0.52/1.11 0.70/1.52
Social LSTM 1.09/2.35 0.79/1.76 0.67/1.40 0.47/1.00 0.56/1.17 0.72/1.54
Social GAN (20V-20) 0.81/1.52 0.72/1.61 0.60/1.26 0.34/0.69 0.42/0.84 0.58/1.18
Social GAN (20VP-20) 0.87/1.62 0.67/1.37 0.76/1.52 0.35/0.68 0.42/0.84 0.61/1.21
Social Way 0.39/0.64 0.39/0.66 0.55/1.31 0.44/0.64 0.51/0.92 0.45/0.83
Sophie 0.70/1.43 0.76/1.67 0.54/1.24 0.30/0.63 0.38/0.78 0.54/1.15
Our method 0.39/0.79 0.51/1.05 0.25/0.56 0.30/0.61 0.36/0.73 0.36/0.75
hidden state to zero vector at the time step 0. The decoding
process from time step Tobs + 1 to Tpred has a similar flow
with the encoding phase, and we use the predicted coordi-
nates as input:
e
(t)
p,i = Wp
(
p̂
(t)
i − p̂(t−1)i
)
+ bp, (17)
In practice, we set p̂(Tobs)i to p
(Tobs)
i . Our approach forecasts
obstacle’s position at each prediction moment using the hid-
den states of the deocder LSTMD:
h
(t)
d,i = LSTMD
(
h
(t−1)
d,i ,
[
e
(t)
p,i, v
(t)
i , q
(t)
i
])
, (18)
∆p̂
(t+1)
i = Wuh
(t)
d,i + bu, (19)
p̂
(t+1)
i = p̂
(t)
i + ∆p̂
t+1
i . (20)
Furthermore, to capture the multi-modal distribution of
the movement and increase the robustness of the proposed
method, we introduce a gaussian random noise into the de-
coder to generate multiple plausible trajectories. Specifically,
we initialize the hidden state of the LSTMD using the last
state of the LSTME:
e
(Tobs)
h,i = Cat
([
h
(Tobs)
e,i , z
]
, 1
)
, (21)
h
(Tobs)
d,i = Wφe
(Tobs)
h,i + bφ, (22)
where z is some gaussian random noise.
3.5 Implementation Details
Our network is trained end-to-end by minimizing the mean
square error as below:
L = 1
NT
min
i∈{1...H}
N∑
j=1
Tpred∑
t=Tobs+1
(
p̂
(t)
j,i − p(t)j
)2
, (23)
where T is the prediction time steps which equals Tpred −
Tobs. H is the number of modalities (predicted trajectories).
We only back propagate the gradient to the modality with the
minimum error.
We set the output dimensions of all the embedding layers
(exclude attention and noise embedding layer in Trajectory
Prediction Network) to be 64. The GRU in the AIN has 128
cells, while the LSTMs in the Trajectory Prediction Network
have 64 cells. In the EN, the local area size Rs and the pool
size K are set as 20 and 3 respectively. Meanwhile, both the
height H and width W of the road semantic image are set to
224. The road area size h and w are set to be 100 meters.
Our network is trained with a batch size of 8 for 20000 steps
using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.0005.
The entire training process is finished in the platform with an
NVIDIA GeForce RTX2080 GPU.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on four
benchmark datasets for future trajectory prediction and
demonstrate our method performs favorably against state-of-
the-art prediction methods. The codes and pre-trained models
of our method will be released to the public.
4.1 Datasets Description
ETH [Pellegrini et al., 2009] and UCY [Lerner et al., 2007]
are two common benchmarks for pedestrian trajectory predic-
tion. These two datasets consists of 5 scenes, including ETH-
univ, ETH-hotel, UCY-zara01, UCY-zara02 and UCY-univ.
There are totally 1536 pedestrians in total with thousands of
nonlinear trajectories. The same leave-one-set-out strategy as
in previous study [Alahi et al., 2016] is used to evaluate the
compared methods.
Besides pedestrian walking datasets, the ApolloScape [Ma
et al., 2019a] and the Argoverse [Chang et al., 2019] datasets
are utilized to demonstrate the performance of the compared
methods. ApolloScape dataset is comprised of different kinds
of traffic agents which include cars, buses, pedestrians and
bicycles. This dataset is very challenging because it is a het-
erogeneous multi-agent system. On the other hand, Argov-
erse dataset contains 327790 sequences of different scenarios.
Each sequence follows the trajectory of ego-agent for 5 sec-
onds while keeping track of all other agents (cars, pedestrians
etc.). The dataset is split into a training data with 208272
sequences and a validation data with 79391 sequences. For
ApolloScape, the trajectories of 3 seconds (6 time steps) are
observed and the prediction methods are required to predict
the trajectory in the following 3 seconds (6 time steps). And
for Argoverse, 2 seconds with 20 time steps are observed and
the methods are required to predict the trajectories in the fol-
lowing 3 seconds with 30 time steps.
4.2 Experimental setup
The experimental results are reported in terms of two eval-
uation metrics, the Average Displacement Error (ADE) and
Final Displacement Error (FDE). ADE is defined as the mean
square error over all prediction points of a trajectory and the
Table 2: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the ApolloScape Dataset.
Dataset\Method Linear KF LSTM Noise-LSTM Social LSTM Social GAN Our method
ApolloScape 1.95/3.39 2.48/4.33 1.63/2.85 1.49/2.58 1.23/2.11 1.21/2.14 1.11/1.91
Table 3: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the Argoverse Dataset.
Dataset\Method Linear KF LSTM Noise-LSTM Social LSTM Social GAN Our method
Relative coordinate 1.84/3.91. 2.53/5.84 1.47/3.18 1.48/3.17 1.23/2.49 1.31/2.63 1.18/2.45
World coordinate 1.57/3.31 2.56/5.96 1.24/2.63 1.25/2.61 1.22/2.45 1.32/2.67 1.15/2.29
Table 4: Ablation Study on the Argoverse Dataset.
Method Component MetricPF TF EMF ETF EF ADE FDE
Baseline - - - - - 1.48 3.17
Our-v1 X - - - - 1.32 2.70
Our-v2 X X - - - 1.24 2.56
Our-v3 X X X - - 1.22 2.51
Our-v4 X X X X - 1.19 2.47
Our-full X X X X X 1.18 2.45
ground truth points of the trajectory, whereas FDE is the dis-
tance between the predicted final location and the ground
truth final location at the end of the prediction time period.
We use the the linear regressor, the extended Kalman Filter
(KF), and the vanila-LSTM as the baselines. Moreover, many
state-of-the-art trajectory prediction methods are compared.
Social-LSTM [Alahi et al., 2016] is a prediction method that
combines LSTMs with a social pooling layer. Social-GAN
[Gupta et al., 2018] applies a GAN model to social LSTMs
for prediction. Social-Way [Amirian et al., 2019] utilizes a
GAN model to propose plausible future trajectories and train
the predictor. Sophie [Sadeghian et al., 2019] introduces a
social and physical attention mechanism to a GAN predictor.
Because there is no HD map information and the planned
trajectory for the ego-agent, there is no ego-trajectory feature,
ego-motion feature and environment feature in the proposed
method for the ETH & UCY, and the ApolloScape datasets.
For Argoverse dataset, the proposed method with all the fea-
tures and components is implemented for comparisons.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
ETH & UCY The experimental results on the ETH and
UCY datasets are presented in Table 1. As expected, the
baselines, the Linear and LSTM, are incapable in captur-
ing the complexity patterns in the trajectories of pedestrians.
Our method outperforms the other methods on the UCY-univ
and UCY-zara02 subsets and shows competitive results on
the ETH-univ and UCY-zara01 subsets. On the ETH-hotel,
both linear and social way methods show lower prediction
errors than other methods. This indicate that the trajecto-
ries in ETH-hotel are linearly distributed and thus are simpler
than the other 4 subsets. As the methods are all trained on
the other 4 subsets, these nonlinear predictors, such as So-
cial LSTM, Social-GAN, Sophie, show poor generalization
ability on ETH-hotel. On the other hand, our method still
outperforms Social LSTM, Social-GAN, and Sophie on the
ETH-hotel subset.
AplloScape The performance of the compared methods
on the ApolloScape is shown in Table 2. As can be seen,
the proposed method outperforms the runner-up in term of
ADE/FDE with about 10% improvement in accuracy. It
means that our interaction net has faithfully learn the intrin-
sic interactive patterns and the attention module could extract
the specialized feature for each category of the heterogeneous
traffic-agents
Argoverse Argoverse provides the HD road map and the
planned path for ego-car. The proposed method with all the
components is implemented. The experimental results are
shown in Table 3. As can be seen, the prediction error of
the proposed method is significantly lower than the other
methods. We observe 11% and 4% improvement in ADE
comparing the Social GAN and Social LSTM methods when
the relative coordinate system (ego-perspective) is used. The
improvement in ADE is 14% and 6% comparing the Social
GAN and the social LSTM methods when the world coordi-
nate system is used.
Ablation Study The proposed method is comprised of
multiple separate components, each with different functions.
To show the effectiveness of the components, we perform ab-
lation study of the components of the proposed method and
the results are presented in Table 4. We use PF, TF, EMF,
ETF, EF to represent the position feature, tracking feature,
ego motion feature, ego trajectory feature, and environment
feature of the proposed method, respectively. The results in-
dicate that PF and TF are contributive to the significant im-
provement, and the values of the reduction in prediction error
are 0.47 and 0.14, respectively. And EMF, ETF, EF all show
some level of contributions such that the values of the reduc-
tion in prediction error are 0.5, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. The
value of the reduction in error is dropping because it is harder
to reduce the prediction error when the error is lower.
5 Conclusion
We propose a new method for trajectory forecasting of mul-
tiple agents in dynamic scenes. The method is able to extract
the global spatio-temporal interaction feature from the past
trajectories, and consider the temporal interactions among
agents by soft tracking. An environment net is introduced in
our method to encode the road topology for accurate predic-
tion. And the prediction net combines the features of spatio-
temporal interactions and environment to prediction the fu-
ture trajectories of agents. Experiments on four benchmark
datasets are presented and the ablation study is implemented
to show the effectiveness of each component of the method.
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